Increased plasticity of bodily self-experience in individuals who may carry latent liability for schizophrenia.
Self-disturbances such as altered perception of one's own body boundary are central to the lived-in experience of schizophrenia. Bodily self-disturbances are also prevalent in healthy individuals who may carry latent liability for schizophrenia. Much of the research on self-disturbances rely on clinical interviews but these experiences are often difficult to verbalize, conceptualize and quantify. Furthermore, experimental evidence for plasticity of bodily self-experience in the schizophrenia-spectrum is scarce. We sought to quantify body boundary experience in healthy young adults who might be at an increased risk for schizophrenia with a multisensory paradigm known as the Pinocchio Illusion (PI) task that engenders the feeling that one's nose is changing, and has previously been used to demonstrate increased plasticity of bodily self-boundary in schizophrenia. 62 college students participated in the PI task that assessed bodily self-disturbances, and a tactile discrimination task. We administered the Prodromal Questionnaire Brief (PQ-B) and the Schizotypal Personality Questionnaire (SPQ) to assess latent liability for schizophrenia. We found that PI was enhanced in individuals with elevated PQ-B scores but their tactile sensitivity was intact. PI was associated with the positive syndrome of schizotypy, but not with negative or disorganized factors. Increased PQ-B and SPQ scores were associated with loneliness. To conclude, these results highlight the importance of bodily self-disturbances in the broader context of the schizophrenia spectrum.